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The top middle logo is the distinctive and modern logo that Tartan Football has used
since 2011. The green and white “CT” part of the logo has been on our gold Tartan
Football helmets for years.
The top background is black onyx. Black onyx symbolizes transforming negative
energy and maintaining positive energy, development of emotional and physical
strength and stamina, and protection versus adversaries in conflict and battle. It is
also the 10th anniversary gemstone (2017 was our 10th Schwann Conference
championship).
The six gold stones represent our program’s 6 4A Provincial Championships.
The 10 green stones represent our program’s 10 Schwann Conference
Championships.

Side 1
o The Campbell tartan pattern is in the background. The weave of the tartan is a symbol
of the many people that came together to form this team – each unique and distinct,
but necessary to complete the whole pattern. It also symbolizes the first time we have
worn our tartan jerseys three times in one season: Homecoming, Seniors Game, and
Provincial Championship (the tartan jerseys were originally purchased in 2014).
o “FINISH WITH EXCELLENCE” is our team goal, and the focus we tried to maintain
throughout the season as we went through some low points, and also as we “kept our
eye on the prize” after an exhilarating and emotional Schwann Conference
championship. An excellent performance in the provincial final was our ultimate goal, and
we achieved it.
Side 2
o The team member’s name will go along the top, and their number and position will go on
the bottom. This will personalize the ring and the individual team member’s contribution
to the championship season.
o The score in the final game is not only a factual detail of the day, it also represents our
team’s dominance in the biggest game of the season, and how we were able to FINISH
WITH EXCELLENCE.
o The picture is an end zone view of Mosaic Stadium. In the stadium’s inaugural
season, the Campbell Tartans were the first team to win their highest
championship, establishing our place in the history of Mosaic Stadium.
o The poppy symbolizes that we played our game on November 11th: Remembrance
Day. Our players were proud to wear poppies on their helmets, and the staff was proud to
wear them on their chests. The poppy also symbolizes the SHSAA 4A Provincial
Championship trophy: The Bud Weaver Trophy. Bud Weaver and 5 other former U of S
Huskies Football players were killed in World War II, and the trophy was purchased by
their former teammates to honour their sacrifice for their country.
o
Inside Engraving
o DISCIPLINE INTENSITY ENTHUSIASM POISE GRIT. These are the five character
foundations of our team, and traits that we continually emphasized in order to achieve our
team goal

Proud to be a Tartan!

